Directed graphic models based on conditional independence provide a compact and concise representation of an expert's subjective belief about existing relationships between variables. Faced with the task of building a greater model, each expert must be a specialist in some subset of the whole knowledge domain. It would be desirable to aggregate the knowledge provided by those specialists under the form of graphical models into a single and more general representation. This article studies the consensus model that would be obtained by combining two graphs associated with Bayesian networks and applying the union and intersection of their independencies.
INTRODUCTION
Expert systems based on graphic models are one of the most successful and useful products that emerged from artificial intelligence research. By using graphic models, it is possible to encode efficiently large joint probability distributions that would be unmanageable. This is because graphic models offer a language to describe a joint probability distribution in terms of local probabilistic dependencies between events. [1] [2] [3] Moreover, if there exists enough conditional independencies, the number of required parameters is reduced to a reasonable size.
In this study we deal with the task of representing compactly the belief obtained from the combination of the belief of a group of experts. A graphical model usually codifies one expert's subjective belief; on the other hand, when building a greater model, we can consult with several experts, each one specialized in some knowledge subset of the whole domain. It would be desirable to combine all that knowledge provided under the form of graphic models into a single, more general representation.
A great amount of research has been developed in the aggregation field. First attempts were made from the statistics and decision sciences area, defining the aggregation of probability distributions. 4, 5 Recently, attempts within the artificial intelligence area have focused on the combination of graphic models. 6, 7 Bayesian networks [1] [2] [3] are found between the probabilistic graphic models. A Bayesian network defined over a set of variables ᐂ ϭ {X 1 , . . . , X n } is a pair (G, P), where G is a directed acyclic graph in which its vertices are variables from ᐂ, and P ϭ { p( x 1 ͉Pa(X 1 )), . . . , p( x n ͉Pa(X n ))} is a set of conditional probability distributions determined by the graph topology, where Pa(X i ) represents the set of parents of vertex X i inside the graph. There exists a conditional probability distribution for each variable X i . A Bayesian network defines a joint probability distribution over ᐂ given the application of the chain rule as p͑x 1 , . . . , x n ͒ ϭ iϭ1 n p͑x i ͉Pa͑X i ͒͒ To aggregate two Bayesian networks, we have to distinguish between quantitative and qualitative aggregation. Qualitative aggregation deals with the estimation of the consensus model's structure, whereas quantitative aggregation deals with the estimation of the consensus model's parameters. Thus, the order in which these types of aggregation are performed determines the main approaches that have been adopted to tackle the Bayesian network aggregation problem. If we first obtain a consensus structure and then estimate the model's parameters, topological fusion. 6 On the other hand, if we compute a consensus probability distribution, aggregating the probability distributions of the Bayesian networks we want to fuse, and then from the distribution obtained we build a network structure, we are referring to graphical representation of consensus. 7, 8 Topological fusion 6 is based on graph union and arc reversal. The use of graph union in order to aggregate Bayesian networks can generate cycles, avoiding one of the model's topological restrictions. We can apply arc reversal to solve this problem, but the disadvantage lies in the inclusion of a great number of arcs that were not present in the initial network. Matzkevich and Abramson 9 prove that the task of minimizing the number of arcs in the directed acyclic graph obtained from the combination is NP-hard. All the details about the topological fusion process can be found in Ref. 6 . Topological fusion has a lack of justification in terms of preservation or inclusion of independencies coming from the initial model into the consensus model. For example, if we fuse graph X 3 Y with graph Z 3 Y, we will obtain the graph depicted in Figure 1(a) . However, if we change graph Z 3 Y by its equivalent Z 4 Y, then the result of the fusion is completely different as shown in Figure 1(b) .
Graphical representation of consensus belief 7, 8 extends well-known results on the aggregation of joint distributions 5 to the case of graphic model combination. In many situations, a designer of a probabilistic system has to consult more than one expert. If each one of the n consulted experts holds a subjective belief expressed under the form of a joint probability distribution P i , then a consensus joint probability distribution P is any function f of the P i , P ϵ f͑P 1 , . . . , P n ͒ where P is itself a legal joint probability distribution and f is the aggregation or combination function. Pennock and Wellman 7 have devised several procedures to build consensus Markov networks and consensus Bayesian networks that are consistent with the logarithmic opinion pool
That is, the weighted geometric average of the expert's probabilities, where k is a normalization factor and w i 's (experts' weights) are nonnegative numbers that add up to one. Here, the problem lies in the application of a pure numerical aggregation process to the combination of qualitative independences. For example, suppose that two experts agree on the polytree structure depicted in Figure 2 (a), representing that two primary events X and Y are independent, and a third event Z depends on both X and Y. But they disagree about the associated marginal probabilities of X and Y. If we apply logarithmic opinion pool in order to compute the consensus probability distribution and then we construct a consensus structure, X and Y will, generally, become mutually dependent as Figure 2 (b) shows; therefore, it seems more natural to preserve the initial structure. We believe that this problem comes from the application of a pure numerical aggregation procedure to the combination of qualitative structures.
This article studies methods to combine independence graphs based on the union and intersection of independencies, without been worried about the combination of probability values, a process that would be realized based on the consensus graph. In Section 2, we introduce some previous concepts and study what properties are preserved when the independence models are joined or intersected. Next, we will define the aggregation of directed graphic models based on the union (Section 3) or intersection (Section 4) of the independencies represented into the initial graphic models. Finally, in Section 5, we present our conclusions and areas that need additional work.
COMBINATION OF INDEPENDENCE MODELS
Before introducing the combination operations, we need to present some previous concepts adapted from Ref. 
DEFINITION 2. A set of independence relationships is called semigraphoid if it satisfies the following axioms:
• Symmetry:
We call it graphoid if it also satisfies the next axiom
Every independence model built from a probability distribution satisfies the semigraphoid axioms and if the distribution is strictly positive, then it satisfies the graphoid axioms. In this case, predicate I٩ represents the conditional probabilistic independence relationship and we will talk about probabilistic independence models.
An independence model can be represented by means of a graph. The links allow the expression of independence relationships and, consequently, they will be reflected explicitly on the network's topology, which also is the basis for the numerical assignment of the model's parameters.
A graph representing a given independence model will be an I-map if the independence relationships depicted on the graph are verified in the model even though some of the model's independencies escape from this representation. We look for a representation in which the number of independencies not included is as small as possible. Therefore, we will say that a graph is a minimal I-map if it is an I-map of the independence model and it looses this condition when we erase a link. Verma and Pearl 11 provide a condition by which an independence model has a directed minimal I-map:
Every independence model ᏹ satisfying symmetry, decomposition, weak union, and contraction axioms has a directed minimal I-map.
In the case of Bayesian networks there exists a clear connection between the graphic structure, the independence model, and the probabilistic model. The associated independence model is the semigraphoid obtained from the causal list associated with the directed acyclic graph G (see Ref. 3) . If the nodes {X 1 , . . . , X n } are given following an ancestral ordering (each node comes after all of its parents), then the causal list associated with the Bayesian network (G, P) is
where Pred(X i ) ϭ {X 1 , . . . , X iϪ1 } denotes the set of nodes preceding X in the ordering.
There are two natural ways of combining independence models consisting in (1) the preservation of all the independencies contained in the initial models (model union) or (2) the preservation of only the common independencies (model intersection). The next sections study in depth each one of these approaches and lay the foundations to study the combination of directed graphic models.
Union of Independence Models
The next theorem points out which axioms are preserved when joining independence models defined over the same set of variables. Proof. Each of the axioms of symmetry, decomposition, and weak union has only one statement of independence on its left side. Thus, as all of them are fulfilled in the initial models, they also have to be in their union.
I
Independence model union does not preserve contraction or intersection axioms, as the next examples show.
Example 1 (Contraction Axiom Violation).
Let ᏹ 1 and ᏹ 2 be two independence models given by Generally, the independence model obtained from the union of semigraphoids (graphoids) does not have to be a semigraphoid (graphoid) and it is not even guaranteed that it has an I-map as graphical representation.
Intersection of Independence Models
The next theorem points out which axioms are preserved when intersecting independence models. Proof. If, in the intersection model, we find the independence statements that appear on the left side of the symmetry, decomposition, weak union, contraction, and/or intersection axioms, then the independence statements on their right side have to be in the intersection model too. This is because they appear in both of the initial models and they verify the same independence axiom. 
UNION OF DIRECTED GRAPHIC MODELS
Castillo, Gutiérrez, and Hadi 13 establish the conditions under which we can find a solution to the problem of the union of independence models represented as directed I-maps. When the independence models, whose union is being performed, differ in some variables, the previous process has to be modified. Before examining this problem in depth, we need some previous definitions. 
where Pred(␣) is the set of nodes in V 1 ഫ V 2 preceding ␣ in an ancestral ordering in which V 1 's nodes come before V 2 ‫گ‬V 1 .
Proof. Let be an ancestral ordering of the nodes of G 1 1V 2 (it is sufficient to take an ancestral ordering of the nodes of G 1 and add V 2 ‫گ‬V 1 to its end). With this ordering, the causal list of G 1 1V 2 contains the causal list of G 1 , the relationships I(␣, Pred(␣)͉A), @␣ ʦ V 2 ‫گ‬V 1 , and all those relationships that can be deduced by using the semigraphoid axioms.
I
The combination of Theorems 4 and 5 provides a way of performing the union of directed graphical models with different variables. 
with those relationships obtained applying the graphoid axioms.
The problem with this combination is that the resulting graphical model will have completely disconnected nodes and few arcs. This is caused by the loose connection of the proper variables of each model in the extended graphs. For example, suppose that we have as initial models those directed I-maps depicted in Figure 3 . If we extend each one of them with the proper variables of the other and then compute the intersection graph of these extended graphs, we will obtain the graph shown in Figure 4 (a). In this graph, the proper variables of each of the initial models are totally disconnected and the directed path X 3 Y 3 Z represents the independence I(X, Z͉Y) that can be obtained applying the axioms of symmetry, decomposition, and intersection to the union of the causal lists associated with the extended graphs.
It would be interesting to represent more significative independence relationships coming from the initial independence models inside the graph representing their union. The next result shows how to add to the combination the fact that the proper variables of each model are independent of those of the other model given the common ones. 
is a directed I-map of the model 
completed with the independence relationships obtained applying the semigraphoid axioms provided that no new head-to-head links
Proof. First, we show that the intersection graph G extended with the arcs given in Equation 2 is an I-map of the graphoid generated from the model in Equation 3 . A proper variable (␣ ʦ V i ‫گ‬V j ) of one of the initial models has as parents in the extended intersection graph G the set Pa(␣) ϭ Pa i (␣), where Pa i (␣) represents the set of parents of node ␣ in the graph G i 1V j . Thus, its associated independence relationship in G is I(␣, Pred(␣)‫گ‬Pa i (␣)͉Pa i (␣)), which is contained in the graphoid built from the union of the causal list of the initial networks after being extended.
A variable ␣ ʦ V i പ V j shared by the initial models has as parents in the extended intersection graph G the set Pa(␣) ϭ (Pa i (␣) പ Pa j (␣)) ഫ ⌸(␣), where ⌸(␣) is the set made of proper variables of the initial models that are parents of ␣.
Its independence relationship in G can be stated as I(␣, Pred(␣)‫(گ‬Pa
. Depending on how the set Pa(␣) is constituted, we will distinguish between three cases that avoid the creation of head-to-head links onto the common variables from the proper variables of each one of the initial models: Finally, let us prove that graph G extending the intersection without creating head-to-head links over the common variables is a minimal I-map. Let us assume that we erase the arc ␤ 3 ␣. Then, we are transforming the independence relationship associated with ␣ in:
a shared variable and all its parents are common variables to both initial models or the previous relationship is satisfied. Neither of these relationships is part of the graphoid obtained from the union of the causal lists of the extended initial networks, because the arc is inside the proper area of one of the networks or is contained in both because it is part of their intersection.
I
The graph depicted in Figure 4 (b) represents the extension of the intersection graph by means of Theorem 6 in order to capture independencies between the proper variables of each one of the initial models through the common variables. As shown, resulting from this operation, we have included several links into the QUALITATIVE COMBINATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS original intersection graphs joining proper with proper variables, a proper and a common variable, or vice versa. These links complete and refine the aggregation structure. One of the advantages of this qualitative aggregation is that, if no new head-to-head links are created, the parameters of the aggregated structure can be gathered directly from the initial models.
INTERSECTION OF DIRECTED GRAPHIC MODELS
The intersection of independence models translates into the union of directed graphic models. The next result establishes the conditions under which we can obtain a directed graphic representation for the intersection of independence models defined over the same variables and that are represented by means of directed graphic models. 
Proof. First, let us prove that the union graph is an I-map of the semigraphoid obtained from the intersection of the causal lists of the initial models. If we note that Pred(␣)‫گ‬Pa 1 is satisfied in ᏹ 1 and I(␣, ␤͉Pa 2 (␤)) in ᏹ 2 . The arc we are considering can be contained in the union graph because it was in (1) both initial graphs or (2) only in one of them. In case 1, neither of the independence relationships are verified in the initial models, and in case 2, one of the independencies is not verified in the model in which the arc is included. Thus, when we erase it, we are introducing an independence that it is not verified in any of the initial models. Consequently, the union graph is a minimal I-map of the intersection of the initial independence models.
I
As in the union case, to complete the combination of independence models, it is necessary to study what happens when the independence models being intersected differ in some variables. 
Proof. To build the union graph of the extended initial graphs (i.e., the union of the initial graphs), it is enough to apply Theorem 5 to extend each one of the initial directed acyclic graphs with the proper variables of the other model and to apply Theorem 7 to build their union graph. Finally, we have to prove that I(
is satisfied in the union graph if no head-to-head links are created over the common variables so that it will be contained in the intersection model. Assume that the conditions stated in this theorem are satisfied and that there are no head-to-head links
Let GЈ be the graph obtained moralizing G ϭ G 1 ഫ G 2 and assume that there is a path between ␣ and ␤ in GЈ without containing variables from V 1 പ V 2 . Then, there is a link (␣, ␤) in GЈ implying that both are parents of the same node in GЈ, or ␣ and ␤ are nodes in one of the initial graphs and the path between them does not contain any common variable. In both cases, we reach a contradiction because we have assumed that there are no head-to-head links over the common variables and the nodes represent the proper variables of each one of the initial graphs. So, the proper variables of the initial graphs have to be separated in the moral graph GЈ by the common variables.
For example, let us consider the two directed I-maps shown in Figure 3 . To obtain the graphic representation of the intersection of independence models suggested by Theorem 8, we have to extend each of the initial models to the proper variables of the other and combine them building their union graph. The result of this process is the graph depicted in Figure 5 , which is exactly the union of the initial graphs. As shown, the causal list associated with the graph obtained from the combination is contained in the intersection of the causal lists associated with the initial graphs. Each one of the independencies belonging to the causal list associated with the union graph can be found in the causal lists of both initial graphs directly or by using a weak union. It is also interesting to note that a new head-to-head link X 3 Z 4 W has been created inside the union graph making the estimation of the model's parameter difficult.
CONCLUSIONS
There are a lot of applications for reasoning under uncertainty that make use of a graphic representation of the subjective belief of only one expert. We have QUALITATIVE COMBINATION OF BAYESIAN NETWORKS examined the problem of combining several graphic models in order to build a consensus model. Other authors suggest applying one of two main approaches: (1) derive a consensus topology and then estimate the model's parameters or (2) aggregate the distributions of the models and then build a consensus topology. Both approaches have their own drawbacks. The construction of a unique consensus topology has a lack of justification in terms of the independence relationships that are being preserved or added and the processes to build topologies that are consistent with the aggregation of the distributions of the models provide counterintuitive results.
We have studied the combination of models through the union and intersection of their independencies and we have proposed new combination methods when the initial models differ on some variables. We proved that when no new head-to-head links have been created, the graphic model obtained from the combination is a minimal I-map. However, we believe that it is necessary to study in depth and characterize those situations in which it is impossible not to create this type of link. Another important aspect that deserves future attention is the process of estimating the consensus' parameters and considering new types of special relationships between variables that can be useful when building the model and estimating its parameters.
